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Student Health Services moves oll campus
Marshall University's student newspaper - Celebrating our 100th year!

Volume 100 Number 2

by KATHERINE LEWIS
reporter

Student Health Services has
moved to the Marshall Medical
Center which may be an inconvenience to some students.
Students must also make an
appointment because walk-in
appointments are no longer
accepted.
The medical center is beside
Cabell-Huntington Hospital on
Hal Greer Boulevard. Student
Health Services is adivision of
the Department of Family and
Community Health in the medical school.
.
Aportion of student fees
helps to fund Student Health
Services.
"Student Health Services
diagnose both acute and chronic illness, with a stronger em-

phasis on acute illness treatment," Stephen Hensley, associate dean of student affairs
and development, said.
The physicians at Student
Health Services will give special referrals in most instances,
such as dermatology, Hensley
said.
Student Health Services will
prescribe medication and fill
prescriptions for generic medication for $3. Brand-name
medications will cost students
more.
Hensley said Student Health
Services provides agreat number of services to students such
as birth control, mental health,
disease prevention and education, dependent and spousal
care, continuity of care, physical exams, testing, over-thecounter medication for -self-

treatment, orthopedic supplies,
allergy shots, ambulance service, and sports medicine.
Free birth control pills, condoms and other contraceptive
supplies are provided.
The medical school counseling staff in cooperation with
Student Health/Family Practice works to increase awareness of issues such as AIDS,
sexually transmitted diseases,
and eating disorders.
Physical exams are provided
by appointment and Student
Health Services will provide
orthopedic supplies such as
crutches, wheelchairs, and
splints on aloan basis. Allergy
shots will be given at Student
Health Services, but students
must provide their own medication.
Asports medicine clinic is
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provided one afternoon aweek
to treat conditions and injuries
related to exercise and sports.
The new Student Health
Services facility is better
equipped to treat both athletic
injuries and students who are
ill, Hensley said.
Hensley said he believes the
new facility is better equipped,
more spacious and private, and
the new X-ray area, laboratory,
and pharmacy are better equipped to be more beneficial to
students.
The move for Student Health
Services may have both positive and a negative aspects,
Hensley said.
"Transition is always difficult,
but in the end, Ifeel care will be
photo by Ketwan Crews
better provided," Hensley said. Student Health Services in the Marshall Medical Center
is better
Appointments can be made by equipped, more spacious and private, according to Stephen
calling 691-1106.
Hensley, associate dean of student affairs and development.
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Ubrary near completion. .now the move iStudents
n dorms improving
~

by CHARLES SHUMAKER
reporter

Marshall University, welcome to the next century.
When the John Deaver
Drinko Library opens its
doors to students, Oct.11, a
gateway to technology opens
in Huntington.
The new library, under construction for the past 25
months, should be substantially completed Oct. 3, said
Jan Fox, vice president for
information technology.
After the completion, atask
just as difficult as the construction begins.
The transfer from Morrow
Library will occur in two
phases, Fox said.
Phase 1will be transferring
materials out of Morrow into
the Drinko Library. This will
move 200,000 newer volumes
from Morrow to be housed in
the stacks of the Drinko Library.
Phase 2of the move will be
an internal move of Morrow·
Library.
Many services will remain
in Morrow, including government documents, special collections and bindery services.
This move should happen
around mid-December.
"We want to pull expectations down, it is hard to make
this massive move in such a
short time," Fox said.
While the moves are taking
place, Fox said she encourages students and faculty to
be patient and understanding
to make the process smooth.
For security reasons, the
stacks left in Morrow will be
closed and librarians will
retrieve resources upon request.

by BRYAN CHAMBERS
reporter

Adequate room lighting
showed as the greatest improvement in residence halls
since 1996, according to the
1998 Residence Services Study.
The study is an annual survey of students living in residence halls measuring the levels of satisfa"ction toward residence hall services and the
campus living environment.
The survey assessed over 30
categories of student life, and
compared changes in attitude
toward residence hall life since
1996.
"It tells us what we are
accomplishing, but it also tells
us some of our shortfalls,"
Winston A. Baker, director of
Residen.c.e Services, said.
"Since 1994, we've been able
to get a lot of feedback from
these surveys so we can make
improvements."
The 1998 survey showed the

After over 25 months
of construction, a
move of about
200,000 newer volumes from Morrow
will be housed at the
John Deaver Drinko
Library. Students will
be able to use the
library beginning
Oct. 11.

largest area of improvement
room lighting...
Insince1996,199628 was
percent of students
surveyed said the lighting was
adequate. The number has
since risen to 53 percent.
"I'm happy with these numbers, but there's still room to
grow," Baker said.
Another area Baker said he
would like to see grow is the
food service program.
Asked if there was improvement in the dining program, 39
percent of students surveyed
said there was, a 1.6 percent
decrease from 1996.
The most notable difference
was adrop in the quality of service students received in dining
halls.
,The percentage fell from 68.6
percent in 1997 to 64.3 percent
this year.
._.
Baker said these numbers
will rise because of the new
cafeteria in Twin Towers.
Please see DORMS, P10

POSITIVE GROWTH

%Change (1996-1998)
Adequacy of room lighting
24.7%
Providing input in residence hall policies
13.7%
Recreational activities
9.8%
Promptness in addressing maintenance requests 9.6%
RHA representation
8.2%
Adequate quiet levels
7.5%
Social, cultural, and educational programs
7.3%
Adequacy of laundry facilities
6.1%
Sufficiency of storage space
4.4%
·3.6%
"Quiet hours" on each floor

photos by Kerth Loudin

This process will remain
even after the moves are complete.
"There will be a limited
number of people in Morrow
and for security purposes, we
will not allow students and
faculty to research in the
stacks on their own," Fox
said.
Please see LIBRARY, P10

Residence Services Study (1998)

820 mil ion recreational complex proposal awaits Gil ey's approval
by CHRIS NUSBAUM
reporter

l

Student frustration with
Mar-shall recreational facilities may find relief in the
future of a proposed$20 million Recreational/ Athletic
complex being considered by
President J. Wade Gilley.
Afeasibility report outlining
layout, description and location of the proposed 132,743
square foot facility hasbeen in
Gilley's office since June 10.
The report containsdescriptions of improved weight and
cardiovascular rooms, up to
five basketball courts, an indoor climbing wall, an indoor
turf football field, and several

HOWARD

GILLEY

other additions over current
facilities.
The ·report locates the facility on the corner of 20th Street
and Third Avenue beside the
Henderson Center after demolition of standing commercial
sites.
"We're at step sevenof about

36, right now," said Bob Barnett, Health Physical Education and Recreation chairman.
"The next step is Dr. Gilley's
approval."
Citing over scheduling and
pressure on current facilities,
the plan was first submitted to
the administration in the
spring, the report said.
Continued enrollment increases and entrance into the
MAC conference, the report
said, create a need for the
building.
"Most of the MAC schools
outside of three or four are in
phases of completion of facilities.If those schools use these
facilit~es as a recruiting tool

,

then we are behind," Tom
Lovins, director of Recreational Sports and Fitness,
said.
Marshall students currently
pay $17 ayear for recreational
sports.
Marshall is one of four MAC
schools to have aRecreational
Sports Budget under one million dollars ayear, according
to the feasibility report.
Funding plans for the complex have not been completed.
"Hopefully, we'll get some type
of student referendum to support afee," Lovins said. _
"Generally, it's Xnumber of
dollars for the next 20 years ..
.If that is voted upon and supported by the students, then

"Most of the MAC schools outside of three or
four are in phases of completion of facilities. If
those schools use these facilities as arecruiting tool then we are behind."

Tom Lovins,
director of Recreational Sports and Fitness
bonds would be sold in that completion of the Drinko
amount."
Library. I plan to meet with
"I think this is really excit- Dr. Gilley to discuss this
ing," said Student Govern- among other things."
ment Association President The facilities committee that
Mackenzie Howard.
the feasibility study
"You wonder why the report formed
plans to meet with Gilley to
is still with him, but I think discuss the options and future
his concentration is mainly on of the facility, a committee
two things: parking and the Please see COMPLEX, P10
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Enrichment, organization Survey to test
mark SGA goals for fall need for shuttle
by JISSICA MARTIN ·

reporter
The Student Government
Association has several ideas in
the works this fall for Marshall
students.
"We want to make campus
life more enriching and something to look forward to," said
Michael Warren, special projects coordinator.
The SGA does more than
address student issues, he said.
One of the projects discussed at
the SGA meeting last Tuesday
was sponsoring a ball for
Marshall students.
Warren attended a sfmilar
event at Buckinghamshire

Michael Warren,
Business College in England.
"It was called the May Ball,
and the themed atmosphere
made it fun. It went on all
night, and the students still
there in the morning got to take
a survivors picture," Warren

said.
If the idea works out, Warren
would like SGA to work with
Student Activities to bring in
different entertainment.
Aside from the activities, one
goal for Student Body Vice
President Susan Porter is keeping track of the SGA budget.
Porter wants to make sure
all student organizations
receive proper funding.
"The previous officers gave a
little more than they should
have," Porter said.
"Now we have to account for
that," she said. Our office manager has us on atight budget so
we can know where every little

penny goes."
Laura Roberts, special pro•
jects coordinator, said she
wants to plan a project with
BRANCHES, a domestic violence shelter for women and
children.
"I want to see if we can offer
to help out and possibly raise
money for ascholarship to help
victims of domestic abuse."
Other goals for SGA this year
include working to improve the
parking situation, student
health services and improving
student relations between SGA
and other campus organizations.

our crowd totaled 7,500. That's
the first time we've played
there. Total crowd was about
16,000."
West also encouraged the
senate to try to get students to
the field earlier. It's very difficult to get 30,000 people into
the stadium at kickoff, he said.
In other football news,
Student Body President
Mackenzie Howard said the
event planned with Eastern
Michigan University is canceled.

Spokespeople at Eastern
Michigan had mentioned rent·
ing a train to transport
Marshall students to the
Marshall-Eastern Michigan
football game.
"Basically, they called us, and
it was their idea," Mackenzie
said.
"I kept calling them back
because we need to advertise
this. Mackenzie said. They
gave me the run around, and
we're running out of dates."

Other things discussed centered around resignations.
Special Projects Coordinator
Laura Roberts and College of
Education Senator J.S. Bragg.
Roberts resigned saying that
she didn't have the time.
The 15 senate seats will be
voted on this week by the
Senate Judiciary Committee.
The executive board nominated Scott Lovejoy as the new
special projects coordinator and
the nomination was passed
unanimously by the senate.

' We want to make
campus life more
enriching and something to look, forward
to.
SGA special projects coordinator.

West wants more students at games
by JESSICA MAAtlN

reporter
Marshall's Athletic Director
Lance West spoke at Tuesday's
Student Senate meeting asking
the Student Government
Association to help get more
students to the games.
West said that any tickets the
Athletic Department gets for
the away games are allocated
to students. "All of the even.ts
we have the students are abig,
big part of," he said. "At the
Akron game, reports are that
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by JISSICA MARTIN
reporter
Marshall's Student Government Association will conduct
asurvey this fall that will allow students to voice interest ·
in apurchase of ashuttle service that will transport students from campUB to the new health center beside Cabell
Huntington Hospital.
Student Health Service provides senices such as,
birthThecontrol,
mental health, community care, physical
exam$, etc . .
To buy and operate the shuttle the first year will cost
about
$60,000.
If students
want the shuttle, they will pay adollar or two
more in their etudent activities fee, said Student Body Vice
President Susan Porter. The question of needing a shuttle
stems from students no longer being able to walk to Health
Services
campus.
Sephrafrom
Snyder,
Beckley senior, asked, "What are they
supposed to do for kids who are out of town and don't have
transportation? How are they supposed to get there?"'
Now that Student Health Services runs by appointment
only, students can no longer walk in and be seen by aphysician. "You'll have an appointment now," Porter said, "So you
would need to know when to get on the shuttle."
App0intments can be made by calling 691-1106.
The shuttle would al obe used to transport students to
the Health Sciences Library, previously located on campus
at"They
the Community
Technical College.
want to seeand
if there
is an interest now," Porter said.
"We
can use the shuttle in the future. There's no use to
spend this much money if it's of no use to students."
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Computers to track Illness

WASHINGTON (AP) -All 50 states wil be
linked together by next year on acomputer web to
track and respond to outbreaks of foodborne il ness
under anew Clinton administration initiative.
It would enable investigators to identify outbreaks five times faster than is possible now.
Pageeditedby Matt Isner

Center will
bring 1,000
new jobs .HUNTINGTON(AP)ADelaware-based company Tuesday announced
it will invest $12 million
to create acredit-card service center in Huntington
that will employ 1,000 by
the end of this year.
The Huntington center
will be the third operations complex for Applied
Card Systems Inc. of
Wilmington. The company recently opened acenter in Boca Raton, Fla.
Chairman
Rocco
Abessinio, Gov. Cecil Underwood and Huntington
officials attended Tuesday's announcement.
"We selected the city of
Huntington and the state
of West Virginia as the
site of our newest facility
for several reasons,"
Abessinio said in a prepared statement.
"The impressive quality
of the labor force in this
area and the availability
of the Arch Coal building
were aperfect fit for our.
needs," Abessinio said.
Company officials said
the jobs pay between,
$15,000 and $71,000 a,
year and come with benefits.

WASHINGTON(AP)Democratic voter·s disheartened by President Clinton's
relationship with Monica
Lewinsky and a political system "on the brink of moral
bankruptcy" might not vote on
Nov. 3, abipartisan poll says.
That would help give
Republicans the edge, especially in races for open congressional seats, says Celinda Lake,
a Democratic pollster who
joined forces with GOP pollster
Ed Goeas to release their
"Battleground 1998" survey
today.
The poll says Clinton's personal problems have elevated
"moral and religious issues" to
the top of the voters' agenda. It
ties with crime and drugs as
the No. 1problem facing the
nation.

Voters surveyed give the
Democratic Party credit for an
improved economy, yet the poll
suggests that Democrats won't
do well in November unless
they shift discussion away from
Clinton and moral values and
rally their party's constituents
around issues like Social
Security, health care and education.
The Aug. 23-25 telephone
survey of 1,000 registered voters fou_nd 35 percent of respondents identifying themselves as
Republicans, 34 percent
Democrats. But when the focus
turns to those who say they are
extremely likely to vote, the
Republicans take the lead, 38
percent to 32 percent.
When the focus turns to those
who say they are extremely
likely to vote, the Republicans

take the lead, 38 percent to 32 "The bottom line is that Americans are deeply
percent.
"Democratic voters, demoral- troubled by the president's actions, afact that
ized by President Clinton's
will be more tangible on November 3."
problems and seeing little
incentive to vote for politicians
EdGoeas,
and asystem teetering on the
GOP pollster
brink of moral bankruptcy, may
choose to stay home on Nov. 3
while Republicans may turn be much more tangible on "The president's job approval
out at average or higher than November 3," Goeas says.
numbers have become nothing
average levels to help cure the The poll says 62 percent of more than an economic indicamoral ills of politics," Lake voters disapprove of Clinton tor," Goeas says.
says.
moral values is the
personally. His job approval topRestoring
APew Research Center poll rating,
however, stands at 56 response when voters were
released late last month follow- percent.
asked what should be the main
ing Clinton's Aug. 17 grand jury Goeas says Clinton's high job focus of Congress. At 22 pertestimony found 61 percent approval rating simply paral- cent, it was followed closely by
said the Clinton-Lewinsky con- lels a humming economy. education at 19 percent.
troversy would not affect their Voters separate their personal "The scandals have drowned
vote in November. "The bottom feelings about Clinton from out the discussion of the issues
line is that Americans are their hope of seeing him make - health care, education and
deeply troubled by the presi- the country, and themselves, Social Security that help the
dent's actions, afact that will more prosperous, he says.
Democrats," Lake says.

RACINE (AP) -Hundreds of
union workers cheered and
chanted slogans along with The
Rev. Jesse Jackson Monday as
he called on working men and
woman to fight for their share
of America's prosperity.
Jackson's appearance at the
60th annual United Mine
Worker's Labor Day rally in
Boone County marked his second visit to the state in less
than amonth.
Both times he has joined

UMW President Cecil Roberts
in drumming up support for a
war on Appalachian poverty
rally planned for Sept. 27 in
Nelsonville, Ohio.
The Labor Day picnic generally draws most of the state's
politicians. Gov. Cecil
Underwood was among them
Monday, touting his administration's efforts to fight federal
and international proposals for
stricter environmental stan-

Underwood said the proposed
standards would cause hardship to the state's coal industry
and union miners.
Union officials also used the
occasion to push a Democrat
election platform.
Even Jackson talked about
his future political chances.
Before his speech, Jackson said
he hadn't decided whether to
launch another run for president.
"It's premature to make that

Jackson calls for action again~t. ·poverty
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Monica 'factor' may hurt voter turnout
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dards.

decision," he said. "But it's a
decision Imust make."
In the meantime, Jackson
said his mission is to elevate
the national debate on poverty
in Appalachia.
"It's time to give heightened
visibility to poverty in
Appalachia," he said, because of
the region's high infant mortality rate, inadequate health care
and poor economy.
"Most poor people are not on
welfare, most poor people work

every day," Jackson told the
crowd.
"Most
poorwages.
people" hold jobs
with
poverty
Jackson said Appalachia has
been denied economic advantages because the people in the
region
"You are
havesilent.
been quiet for too
long," he told the crowd. "You
have chosen .pride over food.
You who work hard and pay
your taxes have aright to raise
hell."
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had astudent who got lost in
Henderson Center, two who actually got stuck in elevators ..."
-Dr. Frances Hensley,
Associate Vice President for AcademicAffairs,
on freshman transitionintocollege
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Relhealotcatih center
on ol
is inconvenient 'Sale Space' program helps
Your friendly neighborhoad student
health center isn't located just around
the corner anymore, avivid yellow flyer
Scotch-taped to buildings and bulletin
boards all over campus informs.
Student Health Service personnel
have packed up their gear and moved off
campus to alocation beside CabellHuntington Hospital on Hal Greer
Boulevard, giving students sans transportation aswift kick in the,>ants and
taking the convenience out of health
care (if it ever was there in the first
place).
Make plans for acheck-up well in
advance. Aside from the crossHuntington trek to get to the health center, reservations are now also arequirement. Walk-in appointments are no
longer accepted.
Reasoning behind the health center
move, Associate Dean of Student Affairs
and Development Stephen Hensley tells
us in an article in today's paper, is that
facilities will significantly improve,
becoming better equipped, more spacious
and more private than before.
The new X-ray facility, laboratory and
pharmacy are better equipped to benefit
the students, Hensley says.
Some of that remains to be seen. So
far, Ihave only heard complaints about
the relocation. Maybe Hensley·is right,
and the transition will only take time.
Significantly better facilities, even at
slight inconvenience to the students, are
still improvements and in the long run
better for the student body.
With change, comes adversity. And
adversity can be overcome, as long as
the change is worth it.

Robert McCune la editor for The Parthenon.
Comments can be aent to him at 311 Smith Hall.
He can be reached at 896-2521.
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provide more open campus
Safe Space allows professors campus wide to
show their support and open mindedness
toward sexual minority issues through the simple act ofplacing asticker on their doorway.
Many professors from avariety of departments
are already participating in the program.

To: Students, Faculty and
Staff
This fall I, as coordinator of
the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual
Outreach office, have reissued
theThis
"Safeprogram
Space"isprogram.
important to
sexual minority students of
Marshall University because it
provides a more open campus
environment for everyone.
Safe Space allows professors
campus wide to show their support and open mindedness
toward sexual minority issues
through the simple act of placing asticker on their doorway.
Many professors from avariety
of departments are already
participating in the program.
So why reissue this program
when it is already visible on
campus?
I felt it was necessary to
inform new faculty about this
program because new professors entering the university
may wish .to support the program but not know how to get
involved.
Also, it is important to give
those who are not participating
in the program the opportunity
to become involved now:
The Safe Space program is

helpful to me personally in
many ways.
Because of this program Ican
make choices regarding what
professors I prefer to have and
what information I disclose
about my personal life.
In my first year at MU Iwas
repeatedly asked to write
papers that centered around
my personal life.
What Idid over the summer?
Did I go on vacation and with
whom? For sexual minority
students these questions present a problem. Is it safe to
mention spending your summer with a,boyfriend or girlfriend when that boyfrien<j or
girlfriend is the same sex as
you?
Students can feel safe writing
or talking about their same sex
boyfriend or girlfriend with

participants
program. of the Safe Space
Also, by reissuing Safe Space
Iwas able to indirectly address
those
feel the program is
unfair who
or unnecessary.
Ifeel that this program does
not discriminate against nor
discredit any other group.
Ihope that Safe Space professors are open-minded enough
to not discriminate against any
group based on sexual orientation, political affiliation, or personal beliefs. Thank you to
those professors who are taking
astand against homophobia.
For more information about
this
or the
officeby
pleaseprogram
call 696-6623
or stop
Prichard Hall 137.
Sincerely,
Samuel White
Coordinator LGBO office

Letter to the Editor:
Back when I-64 was being
constructed, this prediction
was often heard:
"Some day Charleston and
Huntington will be one continuous city along this highway."
That was almost 40 years ago,
when U.S. Route 60 was the
main road connecting these
two cities each with populations of around 80,000.
The prediction didn't happen; in fact, West Virginia's
two largest cities have apopulation decline of over 50,000.
The only significant population increase along 1-64 has
been in Putnam County;
where, amidway airport could
have been built over 30 years
ago.
This state has five interstate

highways, three of which meet
in the Capitol city; several
miles of corridor roadway, river
transportation, railways and
other modern infrastructural
improvements.
But yet, why is West Virginia
the only state to show apopulation loss since the 1950's?
Some people say, "we want to
keep it rural, recreation and
the outdoors is our bag."
Others say, "it's politics in
this state." Some will even say,
"we are really detached from
WV, being from the Eastern or
Northern Panhandle."
Perhaps all of these factors
have contributed to our unique
distinction.
There, however, seems to be
one correlating factor that is as
distinctive as the population

loss; and that is the absence of
afirst-class airport.
Every state has at least one,
except maybe Wyoming, which
has apopulation of 456,000.
Although the amount is limited, most everyone I know
seems to concur with this
assumption.
Also, judging from the media
reports and information concerning this issue, many seem
to concur; "save" those who
voice their opinion from the
Kanawha County area.
In closing, as in the words of
the late Jim Jones, "Those who
fail to remember the past are
condemned to live it."
Gary P. Adkins
MU grad 1967 and 1970
Culloden, WV

Neighbors Huntington, Charleston
showing large population decline

Let 18,000 readers know your view
BY

BY

MAIL

FAX

The Parthenon - Letters
311 Smith Hall,
Huntington, WV 25755

Fax us your opinions at
(304) 696·2519.

BY

EMAIL
Call The Parthenon at
(304) 696-6696.

- Email The Parthenon at
parthenon@marshall.edu

"It's okay coming back [to
campus]...
parking
sucks.I
think they
should designate the
parking
between residential and
commuter
students. Last semesterit took
me 10 minutes and this
semester it takes 30 minutes
[to park]."
- Mandy W
iles,

Sophomore criminal justice major,
Hurricane commuter

"Same ol', same ol'. Back to
the grind.
[Construction is] an
inconvenience
because it
seems like I
can't get
from point A
to point B...
dodging construction."
- Jason Robinette,

Communications disorders senior

"[University] is everything I
expected it to
be. Nine
hours in
high school
prepared me
for the actual thing. I
think [construction] is
apain, sort
of an eyesore to walk through.
Ithink it'll pay off in the long
run. The library definitely
will pay off in the long run. ,
- Ryan Satterfield,

Freshman computer technology major, .
Lavalette commuter

"I like it (returning to
Marshall). I
get to see all
of my friends
again. I
think [the
Old Main
construction]
will be good
once they get
it done with,
but it's kind of an annoyance
now. Ithink it makes it looks
nicer. It doesn't really bother
me."
- Steve Thomas,

Sophomore pre-med major
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New Cabell Hall joins CIC
programs at one location
' We did not have
reporter
enough
offices for our
The Community and Tech- faculty, and the pronical College has moved several grams
were scattered
of its programs to anewly renovated building this fall.
in several
Cabell Hall, located at the around
buildings
... "
corner of Seventh Avenue and
20th Street, is allocated to meet
Dr.provost
BettyofKyger,
CTC's need for more space. In
CTC
the past three years, CTC has
experienced much growth.
"We did not have enough Education and Economic
offices for our faculty, and the Development, which includes
programs
were buildings,
scattered non-credit
around in several
programs workshops,
and the training
Small
because
we
did
not
have
Business
Development
Center.
enough centralized location for Before the move, these
prothem," said Dr. Betty Kyger, grams were scattered in the
provost
of
CTC.
Community
and
Technical
The new building allows CTC College, Harris Hall, Gullicto pull together several of its kson Hall, Smith Hall and the
programs. Those are Legal Robert Byrd Center downtown.
Assistant
AlliedTherapy
Health for
Thatstudents.
created alot of travelling
programs and
(Physical
Assistant, Health Information Cabell Hall now provides
Technology, Medical Assistant more facilities for CTC. Thirtyand Emergency Medical two credit courses are meeting
Technology). In addition, two · there this semester. Several
floors are allocated to the seminar rooms are available for
Division of Continuing the non-credit workshops.
by XIAOLIN LIU

There is an allied health lab,
which is designed for the Allied
Health programs, and a computer lab inside the building. A
big conference room, still under
renovation, will seat up to 200
people. "The building will be
well utilized," Kyger said.
Some students are happy
that they now don't have to
share the allied health lab with
the athletic trainers. They have
found parking much more convenient at the hall. But they
also find some inconveniences.
"There is no pay phone," said
Elizabeth Block, Physical
Therapy Assistant student.
"There is no bench and table
around the building. And we
usually have to bring our own
lunches because we don't have
acafeteria," she said.
Shawna Ellis, also astudent
of the same program, said she
would want aParthenon box in
the building. Kyger said "the
biggest challenge is for students to find the building." She
said the renovations will be
completed Oct. 1. New elevators will also be added.

MU Students.••
Show your Marshall
1.0. and Ride FREE
the whole month of
September.

Talking business

Alpha Kappa Psi to meet tonight THE TIIANSITAUTHORITY

Members of Alpha Kappa
Psi coed business fraternity
will hold an informational
meeting tonight at 9:15 p.rn.
in Corbly Hall 117, Dr.
Patricia "Pat" Broce, afraternity adviser and associate
professor in the Division of
Accountancy and Legal Environment, said.

Broce said undergraduates
interested in joining must be
at least second semester
freshmen.
Sarah McSweeney, Wayne
i;Jusiness undergraduate and
ftaternity member, said
seniors cannot join if it is
their last semester.
Wes Adams, Princeton

graduate student and fraternity member, said the meeting will address what the fraternity is about and future
meeting dates.
Clayton Tooley, business
undergraduate, is president
of the fraternity and Dr.
Joseph Abramson, associate
professor, is also an adviser.

CALL

529-RIDE

Marshall Universit
MIM'SFALL 1998
RU

BY

THAT WHICH DOES NOT KILLYOU,
MAKESmeeting
YOUFriday,STRONGER.
Organizational
September 10th 7:00PM
Hodges Hall TV Lounge
For more information call Scott Lewis at 696-3563

PREPARE FOR HELL WEEK!! SEPTEMBER 14th -18th
;
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Page edited by Kristi Montgomery

Students learn to network WMUL looking for DJs
by XIAOLIN LIU

reporter
Community
Technical
College1s (CTC)andCisco
Local
Networking Academy began
classes this fall, making CTC
one of the first community colleges in the nation to offer an
Internet networking credit curriculum.
The Cisco Local Networking
Academy Training Program is
a four-semester, HTML-based
curriculum, through which students design, build and maintain computer networks capable of supporting national and
global organizations and learn
the information needed to prepare them for the Cisco
Certified
exam. Networking Associate
This certification will position students
for immediate
openings
in atalent-hungry
job
market
or
for
engineeringand
science-focused college studies,
said Dr. Randall Jones, associate professor
Science
Technologiesof ofApplied
CTC .
The
Cisco
curriculumSystems
is the
focus of the Network
Development option of the
associate degree in co·mputer

CAMPUS REP

WANTED

The notion's leader in college
morl<eting is seeking on energetic,
entrepreneurial student for the
position of campus rep.No sqles
involved. Place advertising on
bulletin boards for companies such
as American Express, Microsoft
and Columbia House. ·
• Fabulous earnings
• Port time job
• Choose your own hours ~
• 8-10 hours per week '

American Passage Media, Inc.
Campus Rep Program
Seattle, WA

800-481-2434 Ext. 4444

program, Cisco has partnered
' Networking skills are at apremium, and this with
higher education to use
Cisco training will add tremendous value to a Jones
technology to teach technology,
said.
Marshall degree."
Schools can electronically

Michael Simmons

Marshall Technology Institute director

technology ofCTC. The courses
will provide knowledge
through asequence of computer-based training, classroom
interaction, and lab exercises
for students to select acareer
inopment
the network
field. systems develA
major
of the program
is hands-onpart
application
of network hardware and software to
real-world
situations.
The
program also includes hands-on
internships with local schools
and local businesses.
The curriculum is designed
to maintain maximum flexibility in order to best compete in
the changing work force of
today. The skills received will

GOLF SALE

GLOVES
$7.95
2/$14.00

provide students with awide
range of career options and the
foundation necessary to adapt
to technological changes, Jones
said.
Michael Simmons, director of
the
Technology
InstituteMarshall
and administrator
for
the
Cisco
Academies
program
at the university, said there
are
more than 300,000 vacant
technology
jobs in America at
the
time being.
"Networking skills are at a
premium,
this Cisco training
will addandtremendous
value
toCisco
aMarshall
degree,"
said.
Systems is theheworldwide leader in networking for
the Internet. With this new

access the online curriculum
for these network classes from
their own Cisco Micro Webserver.
"We are very proud to be
among the first Cisco Local
Networking Academies in the
nation to integrate the Cisco
curriculum into college level
courses," Dr. Betty Kyger,
provost
of CTC,
"Interest
in thewesaid.
program
has
been
high and
expect these
students
to
find
immediate
success in the workforce upon
graduation.
are trying
gear up our We
programs
to meetto
the industry demand."

reporter
WMUL is searching for disc jockeys for the new year.
"Experience is helpful but not required," Tom Pennington,
music director said. "The WMUL staff is willing to teach those
who are interested in learning in areas such as, radio' production and news and sports coverage."
Veteran DJs receive their choice of shifts, which last two
hours, but there are several one hour shifts available for new
staff members. For this reason DJs may not be able to choose
the type of music they will playing.
WMUL plays contemporary, jazz, blues, black gospel, reggae,
alternative (progressive rock-n-roll), street beat (urban contemporary), stonehenge (heavy metal) and rock (religious
music). DJs are on avolunteer basis and are not paid positions.
Anyoneadviser,
interested
contact
Dr. manager,
Charles Bailey,
faculty
DenniscanBlack
WMUL
or VinceWMUL
Payne
training coordinator, through the WMUL staff office.
The WMUL staff office is located on the second floor of Smith
Hall and can be found by taking an immediate right after exiting the second floor plaza between Smith Hall and Old Main.·
WMUL staff can be contacted at 696-6640.

Donalt plasma lo earn exlra cash
/fr 6ooks, c"11hilfl , piaa, tic. .
31"'IJOUii htnhaw6eennew,2monfl
donaled
u,
IJOU lflil ,eceifle $55 ctnh lolat
for IJOUI /;rsf 2donaliom.
1hen earn up lo $'10 each lfleek.
DONATING ,wMA IS EASY AND WE'RE CLOSE TO CAM,us.
Behind SuhtalJ ,n 21n Slreel and 51h awnue

GOLF SALE
HARD PLASTIC
TRAVEL CASE

$79.00 ·.

PUTTERS TITANIUM
DRIVERS

by KATHERINE LEWIS

STARTERSEf

WOOD IRONS
$20.00 UP $139.00 UP
BAG PUTTER
RH/LH
$259.95
ETONIC
DRIVING t
SHOES
IRONS
$29.00
ON SALE
POPLAR
COPPER 1-3-SWOODS
3PW ALL
BRACELETS IRONS
REPLICA
·. BRANDS
$15.95
THE GOLF CLUB STORE 4341 RT. 60 EAST

NAHi

551 21st St1-..,-et
H11ntingtun

Huntington, WV Eastern Heights Shopping Center

529-9713

733-5033·.
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MU students
try dorm life
in UpTowner

Page edited by Jason McAllister

by BRYAN CHAMBERS reporter
Imagine being awakened in
the morning for class by atelephone, not by your alarm.
Several students at Marshall
University are experiencing
this.
Due to overcrowding in the
dorms this fall, 106 students
were placed in the UpTowner
Inn, which is located at 1415
Fourth Ave., as classes
resumed last week.
All students staying in the
Inn are male.
"All male rooms on campus
were already reserved," Brian
Gullett, resident adviser at the
UpTowner Inn, said. "If they
were late applicants for dorms,
they were put in the
UpTowner."
Gullett said the hotel is not a
permanent arrangement and
students will be moved onto
campus as soon as rooms
become available for all of
them. All MU students are
expected to be in dorms by the
end of fall semester.
Gullett said about half the
students staying
in but
the
UpTowner
are freshmen,
they won't be directed back
onto campus according to clas~
rank.
'
"Whatfloorwe'byll probably
move
floor," he dosaid.is
The second, third and fourth
floors of the inn are occupied by
the students."
Fourth floor resident Josh
Daniels, Martinsburg freshman, said there are pros and
cons to staying in the
UpTowner. ·
"You have your own bath-

t:House~J
for Sale by Owner
Homes

Broadmoor KiDritchen.
ve. E. New
Pea
Ri113dnge.
Wi
dows.New Newly
painted
interi
LargePricefenced
yard.
3
BR,or.1BA.
negotiable.
736-5978
House
for Rent hookup4 BR, 2full
BA, washer/dryerMust
Near
Marshallsee.
$800/month plus damage
deposit. Call for appointment
1-740-867-2012 or 525-0919
Kitchen Furnished Near
Campus 2 BR Utilities Paid.
Call 522-4780 Available Now!

room, the rooms are bigger, and
you have adouble bed instead
of asingle," he said.
Daniels said he would rather
be living in the dorms though,
because he is not able to meet
as many people and the walk to
campus is much longer.
Third floor resident Brian
Thompson, Barbour County
freshman, said he likes not
having to check people into
your room.
On the other hand, the walking distance to class is something poses aproblem for him.
Gullett said many students
have complained about the
walk to campus, but it is a
minor complaint.
"Actually, if you think about
it, Twin Towers East is just
about the same distance," he
said.
JoAnn Wetherall, supervisor
of assignments for Marshall's
Residence Services, said the
cost of aroom in the UpTowner
Inn is $11 more per day than a
dorm room on campus.
Wetherall also added that
Residence Services is paying
the difference and no applications for residency were
refused.
Gullett said an overflow of
students was accepted because
the department did not want to
tum anyone away.
"Marshall is one of the best
and most affordable schools in
West Virginia and we're doing
everything we can to make it
possible for students to go
here," he said.
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Above and Right:

Because of lack of
space at the campus
dormatories, students were put up at
The UpTowner Inn,
located at 1415
Fourth Ave. 106 stu-

dents were placed in
rooms at the inn.
JoAnn Wetherall,
supervisor of
assignments for
Marshall's
Residence Services,
said the cost of a
room in the
UpTowner Inn is $11
more per day than a
dorm room on campus. Residence
Services, however,
is paying the difference, she said.
pholos by Bryan Chambers

Newcomers
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'
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n
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by Norman M. Wade
reporter
While last week many stuwere settling in for the
home. Lite cleaning. $5.50/hr. dents
fall semester, some freshmen
2-3
days/week.
Non-Smoker.
Good2:30-1
car. 0pm.
523- were left dealing with some try2141.
ing circumstances.
"I h~d astudent who ~ot lost
ATTENTION!
INTERNSHIPS
AVAILABLE
The
U.S. Marine
Corps is
Study
while you babysit our
10 year old daughter in out

looking for college freshmen
through seniors to participate
in the "Toughest Internship"
around. Completing it will give
you the opportunity to serve
as acollege
commissioned
after
graduation.officer
This
is not ROTC. No obligations
during
school
year.
Earn
$2,000-3,000 in the summer.
Miscellaneous
Financial assistance
available.or
Contact
Capt. Walker
GySgt. Hebert for more info
Free
Cash
Grants!
College.
at 800-542-5851 or
Scholarships. Business. toll-free
OSOROAN@aol.com
Medical
Never Repay.
Tol
l Free bills.
1-800-218-9000
Ext. Spring Break '99-Sell Trips,
G-2317.
Earn Cash & Go Free!!!
Services is
$1250fundraiser
Fundraiser
Credit Student
now hiringTravel
campus
Card
for
student
organizers.
Lowestreps/group
rates to
organizations. You've seen Jamaica,
Mexico, &Florida.
other groups doing it, now it's Call 1-800-648-4849.
your turn.NOOnegimmicks.
week is allNOit
takes.
Money$
Tricks.
NO obligation. today.
Call $Earn
your owntopschedule.
Full TiMake
me.
for
information
Part Time. No
Clean
classy
1-800-932-0528
x65. atmosphere.
experience
www.ocmconcepts.com
necessary. We will train you.
18 or older.
Now
Alpha Kappa Psibusiness
Co-ed Must
hiring be
hostesses,
waitresses,
professional
mixers,
dancers.
Call
Lady
fraterni
t
y.
Open
to
all
business
Gentlemens Club
majors
including
sportsmeeting
mgt & Godivas
(304)736-3391/757-6461
advertising.
Interest
Apply after 3pm
Sept
9
at
9pm
CH
117
FREE
PIZZA First pledge meeting
the
Sept 15. For info call Dr. Bartender
long hours Blues
but likeTired
the ofquick
Broce 696-2655
cash? Local company
seeking an outgoing individual
Semester
Parking
1/2 Block with
people skills.
from Towers. Spaces $75-100 Trainingstrong
travel available.
Cal 523-1778 or page 800- For appt. and
call 757-6949
809-4562
ATTN:
Student Groups! Now Needed: Male staff for 17
is the time to get involved in year old with autism. Social
community involvement.
the Ultimate Fundraiser. It's skills,
Fun, Flexible, &one that offers Mall area. 733-6105
Resume Experience Don't
Computers
miss out on this opportunity.
Call 800-592-2121 x725
Computers=,:r: sale. 486SX
Senester
ParkingBlockSpaces
Canon Bubble
jet
printer. IdealandDelstudent
computer.
Available beside
1600
51 /2 Computer
Alley
F-Lot.
$500.
l
NL25
Notebook
$100/semester call 528-7958
computer. Ideal for classroom

,-! !- I•
b!

note-taking
$275. orCall529-6084.
Ralph or
Barbara 886-4444

in Henderson Center, two who
actually got stuck in elevators,
and students who missed classes because they were in the
wrong class," said Dr. Frances
Hensley, associate vice president for acAdemic affairs.
"And this was all before

AN INVITATION

TO ALL STUDENTS, STAFF, FACULTY AND
ADMINISTRATORS.
WOULD YOU LIKE TO BEGIN EACH WEEK WITH PRAYER?
IFSO, COME ANO JOIN WITH PEOPLE WHO LOVE JESUS.
EACH MONDAY BEGINNING SEPT.14, AT 7:00 A.M.

CHRISTIANS WILL GATHER AT THE CAMPUS CHRISTIAN
CENTER CHAPEL FOR PERSONAL PRAYER.
SPONSOR: CHRIST TEMPLE CHURCH

Wednesday of the first week,"
added Hensley, who is teaching
a section of University 101, a
course offered specifically to
freshmen and transfer students
to get them acquainted with
college life.
The course, UNI 101 New
Student Seminar, which is
taught by volunteering members of the university faculty, is
designed to give students alook
at what Marshall University is
all about.
"The course is very popular
among faculty members,"
Hensley said, "Even (MU
President J. Wade) Gilley is
teaching asection."
The course provides students

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••••• ' 1999 MISS WEST VIRGINIA USA. PAGEANT" ••
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•••••
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•••
18 and 27 by February I. 1999, never •
married and al least asix month resi•
dent of West Virginia, thus college
studen1s are eligible, you could be
••••
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CBS na1ionally 1elcvised MISS USA
PAGEANT in February. Lasl year,
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MISS USA competed for over $200.000
in cash and prizes. The 1999 West
Virginia USA pageanl will be presented
at the Holiday Inn-Gateway in Huntington.
West Virginia, the weekend of October
. . __M;. ; .;.;s.i;. .W,. ;.;e" 'st'-V" ir" in,;.;.;ia;. ;U;.; S.;. ;A_'~---' 31, t998. The new Miss West
Virginia USA, along with her expense paid 1rip to compete in 1he CBS-nationally
televised MISS USA PAGEANT will receive over $1,000 in cash among her many :
• prizes. All Ladies interested in competing for the title must respond by mail.
•
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with an opportunity to adjust
to the academic and social environment of college while under
the guidance of amentor and in
the presence of asmall group of
peers.
This week, Hensley's class
focused on time management.
Hensley provided adaily planner to each of her students
while meanwhile working on
tactics useful in saving and
planning time.
Heidi Sisk, afreshman from
West Virginia, said the class
seems to have proven helpful
thus far.

PSYCHOLOGY CLINIC
AT
MARSHALL
UNIVERSITY
Providing confidential services, by apomtment only, to MU students and
employees and to members of the Huntington Community for:

•Depression
•Job/School Stress
•Anxiety &Worry
•Habit Disorders (Smoking,
•Marriage/Relationship
Overeating, others)
Problems
•Child Conduct &Leaming
•Family Difficulties
Problems
•Test Anxiety
•Other adjustment problems
For further infonnation call The Psychology Clinic at 696-2772

m,
TRY OUR: Huge
Famous Fajita Grille Sandwiches
Half-Pound Burgers

Awesome Nachos
Soups, Salads &Pasta
Homemade Peanut Butter Pie
BREAKFAST ANYTIME!
Big 3Breakfast -3eggs,
hash browns, toast &
your choice of meat only $3.99
15% Off to Marshall Students (w/Valid ID)
210 17th Street (Across from the MU Science Building)
·Huntington, \VV ,.Phone 522-4951
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FATHER'S
fixer-upper
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WIN ANEW BEETLE®

Come into participating Bank One banking centers right now
and register to win a New Beetle®, the coolest car
of the year. We'll even throw in a free 15-minute
phone card when you open a Bank One checking
account. Qfficial rules available at participating Bank One
.banking centers. Phone cards available while supplies la~
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Legal help is yours lor the taking Group to examine
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by KETWAN T. CREWS
reporter

Students who are in need of
legal c.ounseling can seek free
help from the Office of Student
Legal Aid.
Students do not receive afree
attorney from the office, but are
helped with their problems,
Student Program Advisor
Elizabeth L. Sheets said.
Student Legal Aid assists
students in understanding university policies and procedures
such as grade appeals, judidal
board appeals, grievances and
mediation. All discussions are
confidential.

'·
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"We just help students try to
sort out any problem they have
on campus," Sheets said.
The Legal Aid Office employs
two licensed attorneys, Marsha
Dalton and Jane Houstead, on
apart-time basis, Sheets said.
The attorneys do not represent students iii court or any
other type of hearing, but they
do advise students in all legal
matters, including lessor/tenant disputes, consumer rights,
domestic relations, contracts,
auto accidents, traffic tickets,
criminal charges, employment,
and civil rights, according to
the Marshall University
Student Handbook.

The services have been helpful, said Michelle Pratt,
Huntington junior, and
LaShunda Goard, Charleston
sophomore.
"I was involved in acar accident that I, and witnesses, felt
was not my f~ult," Pratt said.
"But the police and insurance
company felt differently, so I
sought advice from Student
Legal Aid, and they were very
helpful in sending me in the
right direction."
Services have offered valuable insights, Goard said. "In
reference to off-campus living,
Legal Aid has helped me to
understand the terms and

obligations in l~ases. That in
itself was beneficial," she said.
The office also offers seminars and provides an Internal
Revenue Service representative
every year for free tax advice,
Sheets said.
Brochures on topics such as
credit card awareness and student renting are also provided
by the office.
The office is located in the
Memorial Student Center
2W23. Office hours are 9a.m. 4p.m. weekdays. Attorneys are
available Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 12:30 p.m. -2
p.m. Appointments may be
made by calling 696-2285.

Library near
completion

•From page 1

"There will be acourier service to Morrow as well as easy
access to any resources, but we
cannot have people in the middle of the stacks when we are
packing and moving the collection."
The move is to begin Oct. 5
and end by Oct. 10, Josephine
Fidler, director of university
libraries said. But, with the
size of the move there could be
delays.
.
The books from Morrow have
to be boxed and transported
using the elevators in Morrow
which brings the risk of malfunctions.
Fox said an elevator expert
would be on the site to try and
avoid obstacles,- but problems
photo by Ke~h Loudin
are not totally avoidable in this Construction is not far from being completed on the new John Deaver Drinko Library.
The next
situation.
step will be moving materials from the Morrow Library which will be completed in two phases.
Books
and
periodicals
will
be
moved starting Oct. 7. Between days prior to the move but we John Deaver Drinko Library access to private study rooms
are doing all that we can to con- will have technology far better for groups and individuals, and
5p.m.,Oct.3 and Oct. 11, there tinue
service until the than what is currently avail- notebook computers that can be
will be no library service for end oflibrary
the day Oct.3," Fidler able
campus, Fidler said.
and resources that can be taken to connections through"There may be some inconve- said.
improved and updated in the out the library.
nience for patrons for a few Fox said after the move, the future.
Students will have "This facility will be a
·resource for the community,
students and faculty of
Marshall
said. and Huntington," Fox

lle••Pl "dlel OI.

age-old questions
by J. TRENTON TURNER
reporter

What happened to the dinosaurs and is there scientific evidence for creation?
These questions and more will be entertained by
Marshall's Campus Light Ministry through the fall semester.
The Campus Light Baptist Ministry is anew group on
campus. Chartered last semester, the organization is affiliated with Campus Light Ministries, Inc.
Unique aspects of the group include astrong emphasis on
doctrine and discipleship.
This past week the Campus Light Baptist Ministry conducted asurvey on campus on what students thought about
creation and evolution. Questions on the survey included,
"Have you ever been exposed to the scientific evidences for
creation as opp9sed to evolution?" and "Do you claim to be a·
Christian?"
The Rev. David Greear, Marshall and West Virginia State
College campus pastor, said, "The survey is just to spark
some interest for the Campus Light Ministry." The group
will explore many topics dealing with Genesis and creation
science throughout the semester.
Greear also said that Campus Light is for anyone,not just
Baptist and is for people curious and who have interests in
these topics."
The group will meet Thursdays at 8p.m., at the Memorial
Student Center, the room will vary.

Dorms show
improvement
•From page 1
if

t

"From all indications, it is
working wonderful and the students are pleased with it,"
Baker said. "Those students
who were here last year are
saying the food service is much
better."
Students said they believed
that alcohol and drug abuse
dropped from 15.7percent in
1997 to 10.1 percent in 1998.
Other serious issues, such as
vandalism and sexual harassment, were also believed to be
decreasing.
Baker said the drop is
because of a·philosophy that is
being used by the MUPD: zero
tolerance.
"Residence Services is sharing the same stance and we're

Complex
•proposed
From page 1

I Leadership/Management
- •IOIIPC8fOlaCIIIIID
newt.'

1449 HAL GREER BLVD.
HUNTINGTON, W.V.
523-6851

SPECIAL
One regular

0pportunity Available

The U.S. Marine Corps is looking for college
freshmen through seniors to participate in the
"Toughest Internship" around. Completing it w.ill give
you the opportunity to serve as a commissioned
,officer after college graduation. This is not ROTC. No
obligations during school year. Earn $2,000-$3,000 in
the summer. Financial assistance available. Contact
Capt Walker or GySgt Hebert for more info at (800)
542-5851 or OSOROAN@ AOL.Com.
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hot dog and
root beer for
only a
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III
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$Dollar$
---------------------------~--------RECEIVE I REGULAR HOT OOG &I ROOT BEER
WITH THIS COUPON FOR $I

I Please present before ordering

EXPIRES 9/30/98

1per person per visit

member said.

UNIVERSITY
PHARMACY
MELISSA Z. TUBBS, RPH
1801 6TH AVENUE

1

excluding Medicaid

Not valid with any other offer
One coupon per visit
EXPIRES 9/25/98

COUPON COUPON COUPON COUPON

making sure that the message
is getting to everyone," he said.
Of the 1,704 students living
on campus during the spring
1998 term, 1,033 surveys were
obtained, providing a total
response of 61 percent.
Baker said students wanting
to view the survey may contact
their resident director or stop
by his office in Laidley Hall,
Room 140.
Outlined in the description of
the new facility are several
innovations for Marshall students.
Entering the building, a 36
foot indoor climbing wall close
to the control and check-in
desk, then a4000 square foot
locker room, five different basketball courts-;" adaptable to
volleyball.
In aproposed 8000 sq. ft. free
weight/
room
rests 135cardiovascular
pieces of equipment.
A3600 sq. ft. Outdoor Pursuits Center containing maps,
literature, rental programs for
outdoor equipment, and outdoor clinics and workshops.
Athletic teams access a 100
X60 yard turf field allowing
indoor practice for baseball,
softball, golf, track, soccer, and
football.
The complex provides space
for asatellite athletic training
room for Sports Medicine.
Other rooms outlined include
a 4000 sq. ft. multi-purpose
exercise room, 1600 sq. ft. of
conference space, equipment
check-out, and administrative
offices.
The Fitness Center Advisory
Committee will meet Thursday, September 17 at 3:30 pm
in Gullickson Hall 203 to discuss topics including the new
complex.

nt.lirth~-~ight
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Prichard
Building
If!'!" 6th Ave.&
• (304) 523-1212
9thSt.
24
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H
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1-800-550-4900
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Pharmacy
1r-------------------------,
I University
$5.00 ott I1
Any new or transferred prescription

Winston A. Baker,

director of ResidenceServices

Free Pregnancy Test

696•7267

Announcing our New Address
Effective June 22
1600 Medical Center Drive ·
G560 Huntington W.V. 25701
(304) 691-1616
Hours: M-F
8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. and lp.m.-6p.m.
In the new Rural Health clinic
Beside Cabell Huntington Hospital
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"From all indications,
it is working wonderful and the students
are pleased with it.
Those students who
were here last year are
saying that food service is much better."
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TOM
JONES
Jones' Sept. 16 concert

11

to kick off Marshall Artists
Series "Sea-son of Stars"
by CAROL WRIGHT

reporter
"It's not unusual to be loved by
anyone..."
Those Tom Jones lyrics may
be more familiar to most students' mothers or grandmothers who once swooned over his
baritone voice and red-hot
moves, but Sept. 16 at 8p.m.,
young and old can be entertained by Jones at the KeithAlbee Theatre.
Jones, the first of aseries of
artists, is participating in the
Marshall Artists Series.
"Season of Stars."
His stop in Huntington is
part of his current world-wide
tour.
"Didn't Tom Jones appear on
the Brady Bunch show?" student Shellie Webb asked.
"I've never heard of him," student Mike Ellis said.
But agroup of freshmen and
sophomores nodded in recognition at the mention of Jones'
hits: "It's Not Unusual,"
"What's New Pussycat," "Green
Green Grass of Home" and his
recent collaboration on acover
of Prince's "Kiss."
Jones' has been described as
having a bold, fun and extraordinarily gifted musical performance style that has gained
him recognition as one of the

"If students would like their friends to attend
the performance with them, they must all
come into the office at the same time to pick up
their tickets."
Angela Grant,

Marshall Artists Series office

most respected and loved performers in modem music. His
career, spanning three decades,
recently found him starring in
his first television commercial
for Victoria Secret's new line of
lingerie, Angel.
"We're expecting a sellout
quickly," said Sue Ferrell, project coordinator for the Artists
Series.
One free ticket is available to
every Marshall University student by presenting a student
identification card to the
Artists Series ticket office in
Smith Hall 160.
"If students would like their
friends to attend the performance with them, they must all
come into the office at the same
time to pick up their tickets,"
said Angela Grant of the
Marshall Artists Series office.
This is achange in the ticket
purchasing policy from past
years when students could
bring in enough student identi-

fication cards to pick up tickets
for themselves and their
friends.
This year, students may only
purchase tickets using their
identification cards and the
identification card of one other
student.
"I think this [new ticket policy] is a good policy," Suzanne
Suskin said.
"That way you're not cheating other people, who really
want to go, out of getting aticket."
Ticket sales for the Tom
Jones concert will continue
through Sept. 16.
Full-time students who pick
up their free tickets may also
purchase a second ticket for
half price.
Part-time students can buy
two half-price tickets. Ticket
prices are $35,$33 and $31.
The show is sponsored in part
by Bank One and St. Mary's
Hospital.

Tom Jones will appear center stage Sept. 16, 8p.m. at the Keith -Albee Theatre. Jones Is known
for his hits: "It's Not Unusual," "What's New Pussycat," and "Green Green Grass of Home."
Full- time students can receive one free ticket with a valid Marshall Identification card in
Smith Hall 160. Full-time students may also purchase asecond ticket for half price. Part-time students can buy two half-price tickets. Ticket prices are $35, $33 and $31. Sales continue through
Sept. 16.

Saturday -Root for the HERD
Guest
Sunday -Hear the WORD Columnists
Join us at:
Apply
Central Christian Church
Within:

Office of Student Activities presents

1202 Fifth Avenue -Huntington
Walking Distance from Campus

The SpiritualSunday
HomeSchool
You've Been
Searching For.
9:30am
Morning
Worship
Youth Group
Sun. 10:45am.
6:QOpm •.,
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Sweet Sensations
will be closed for .
renovation
September 12th
through the 15th.
We will reopen
September 16th
with Starbuck's
Coffee &more.
Sorry For The
Inconvenience!
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.
some advice on how not to help
safeguard your bicycle:
• Keep your bike locked to a
With the start of the new fixed object every time it is left
semester comes many chal- unattended with agood quality
lenges.
. U-bolt lock secured to the fixed
Getting out of bed in time to object, bike frame and wheel.
make that ungodly 8a.m. class, •Be sure to retain all evidence
finding a parking spot within of the purchase of your bike
walking distance to the campus including your receipt and the
and making sure you don't serial number, which on most
become avictim of athief or a
is located on the bottom
statistic to another crime are bikes
part of the frame near the
some of the things students and crankset.
faculty face daily.
The Marshall University •notBeonlyablebytotheidentify
color butyouralsobikeby
Police Department is encourag- the make, model, frame size
ing students tp take advantage and extra features it may have,
of the many programs being such as bar ends, toe clips on
offered that can help make this the pedals or any other add-on
semester amore enjoyable one. items.
You may have seen Corporal • Have one or more close-up
Angie Howe last week at the color photos of you and your
Memorial Student Center ask- bike together.
ing students to register their • Register your bike with the
bicycles. Cpl. Howe offers up
by JASON HUTCHINSON
reporter

Get involnewspaper.
ved in your student
The Parthenon is looking for:
photographers, columnists,
cartoonists
Call 696-6696.

MUPD.
The registration process is
simple and can be completed in
just afew minutes.
"This registration gives us
serial numbers and a fairly
detailed description of the bicycle. This information is essential if the bicycle is stolen and
recovered," Howe said.
The Bike Theft Prevention
Program is ongoing and everyone who owns a bicycle is
encouraged to participate.
Marshall
studentsportion
armedofwith
the completed
the
bike registration form get a
bonus: they are entitled to 10
percent off all U-locks and
accessories at Jeff's Bike Shop
located downtown on the plaza.
MUPD has teamed up with
the Marshall University
Campus Watch Program to provide two other services that

students can use to lessen their
chances of becoming avictim.
Volunteer student, faculty
and staff members can participate in Campus Watch after
filling out an application and
passing a background screening process.
These volunteers perform
several duties that include
patrolling campus and its environs and escorting people to
residence halls, the library,
classroom buildings and vehicles parked on, or near, campus.
The program operates 8 to
10:30 p.m. Sunday, and 8to 11
p.m. Monday through
Thursday. Any student wanting
an
escort can call 696-4357
(HELP).
For questions or comments
about these and other safety programs please call 696-4357.

by T. J. Chase
reporter

and stay competitive with
other graduate colleges.
In 1998 COLA made the distinction between service,
research, and teaching assistants.
.
Service assistants are those
who do clerical work for professors. Research are those who
help do research for a professor. Teaching assistants would
be those who help with labs,
tutor, or teach.

SAFETY TIPS
'

.

'

~

•ablesKeep an eye on your valu- •andWalresikdtoenceandwithfromkeyyourready.car
•ablesDon'unattended
t leave books and valu- • Keep your residence hall
in the library, door locked even when just
going to the rest room.
your room or your office.
•drawerPut valuables
in aclosed • Don't trust "friends of
and/or alocked con- friends" like your own friends.
•tainer.
Keep valuables out of the
line of sight and reach of windows and doors.
•andUseengrave
Project ID to register
your valuables.
•InsiPutdeyour
name in your books
the cover and on aspe••cialWalParkpage.kunder
In groups at night
alight. Keep car
doors locked and windows up
even when driving.

•lunchKnowon your
dates. Meet for
first dates.
•escorts.
Use Campus Watch for
•semiAttend
acrime prevention
nar from MUPD.
•around
Be aware of what Is going on
you.
•andKnow
where you are going
walk and act confidently.
Information provided by the
Marshall University Police
Department.

COLA raises stipends for graduate assistants
The stipend for teaching and
research assistants in the
College of Liberal Arts has
been raised from $4,000 to
$5,000 this fall.
This is part two of a three
part program initiated by the
recommendations of acommittee totogenerate
quality
students
the graduate
program

The Stotieb- )-lotikey

Woul~ ]..ike To Welcome Stube»t~
13Ack Ali~ l1ih'obcu:e

The first part of this program
raised the stipend for all graduate assistants from $3,000 to
$4,000 in the fall of 1998. The
part took
this fall
insecond
raising
the place
stipend
for
teaching and research assistants. The third part will take
place in the fall of 1999. Then
the stipend for teaching assistants will be raised 4i $6,000.
agraduate
assistantsaidis
aBeing
rewarding
experience,
t

Dr. Leonard J. Duetsch, Dean
of the Marshall University
Graduate College. It looks
very good on a resume and
students
togiveseither
teachtheoropportunity
research
their field of study.
These changes are hoped to
bring in the "best students possible" into the graduate program said Dr. Joan Tyler
Mead, Dean of the College of
Liberal Arts.

Are You Crampedfor Space in
Your Apartment or Dorm Room?
How about afuton

-t:;yrational

GYRATIONZ
Opens September 8th

Located@ 1318 4th Ave. Huntington

Open Tue~day Thru Saturday
Upstairs Aqua VIP Room Open 7Days
Live D.J.'s From Miami to NYC
D.J. Steve Waller

PictureFuton
doesn'Companyt represent HAMPTON
Futons on saleFrame
Island

The Stoned Monkey

located @2202 3rd Ave.
Sunday &Monday
D.J. Phil "Mutha Thumping" Dog
House Party
Tuesday Open Mike Night
Wednesday
Live Music
Thursday Convertible Karaoke
(Car to be given away Dec. 10)

)-l.Lt. Stuhnt~ Ui~it
The Stone~ )-lonkey &~TIONZ
An~ '£,ct,e1'ience The

Picture doesn·trepreserit Futons on sale
LEXINGTON Frame

Visit the Largest Futon Showroom in the US
Hardwoods, Metal, Wicker, Rattan, Unfinished
Hundreds of fabrics t~ choose from
so you can customize your Futon
Solid Hardwood Futon Loveseat

With Mattress and cover for only $349

Full-size Metal Futon with Thick Mattress for only $199

13e~t Entel'tMtmcmt h,. tf&mfmgtcm!
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changes in graduate colege catalog
New grading system

by T. J. CHASE

reporter

may
a"P"
forGraduates
doing
well
thisofget
semester.
The
"P"
is
part
the
new
grading
system
for comprehensive
assessments
was
one
of theatcatalog
changes
discussed
a
meeting
the
graduate faculty byin
August.
Dr. Leonard
J. Marshall
Deutsch,
Dean
of The
University
Graduate
College
saidthisthere
are some
changes
semester.
Theyto complete
include the
thegradutime
limit
ate
program
and
the
amounttakeof tohours
a student
must
be
considered
full-time.
The comprehensive
assessment,
formerly
comprehensive
exam,
will
be
graded
on
a "E",instead
"P", "PC"
andpass"U"
scale
of
the
or
failAnmethod
used
in thetopast.
"E"
will
be
given
students who pass with distinction.
Before, were
all students
who
passed
categorized.
Students
who
did
exceptionally well
groupedtowith
those
whowere
didsaid.enough
get
by,ADeutsch
"P"
will
be
given
to students with
whocontingency)
pass. A"PC"
(pass
will
beknowgiven
to those who may
the
material,
but
do
notThepresent
it well
ongo paper.
students
will
before
the
committee to show
that
they
the material.A"U"havewilllearned
be dogiven
to those.
students
who
unsatisfactory work
or do nottheyconvince
the
committee
know
theThematerial.
time
limit
for
completing
master'
s program
is
nowtheseven
years
extensions
except
forwithexten-no

E- Pass with distinction
P- Passing
PC- Passing after proving to
acommittee that he or she
knows the material
U- Not passing
uating
The circumstances.
extension
must
approved
bythetheDean.
facultybe
member
and
Thisonwillpart-time
have the
most
effect
graduate
students.
The with
old uplimit
was year
five
years
to athree
extension.
Aand
normal
fullhas
timenowloadbeen
for
fall
spring
changed
to
9
to
12
credit
hourseachandsummer
4to 6credit
hours
for
term.
More
changes
are
listed
in
theGraduate
98-99 catalog.
students
and
seniors flanning
to sattend
Marshal
University'
uate
college
can
get gradmore
information
from
their
advisors.
Here
is
an
overview
of
the
catalog
changes students.
this semester•for The
graduate
GRE,
GMAT,be
MCAT, and
MATprogram.
may
chosen
by
the
Onlyrequired
"undecided"
students
are
tothehave
ascore
at(2.5between
1200
level
gpa)
and
1500
level
(3.0
gpa).
•
Provisionally
admitted
students
arewithreclassified
after 12 ofhours
a3.0 gpa
instead
18 hours.

- - •·1•

oncamaus

Softball Meeting sponsored by Intramural Sports, Gullickson Hall 120, 4p.m. Call:
Recreational Sports Office 696-6477
Grass Volleyball Meeting sponsored by Intramural Sports, Gullickson Hall 120, 4p.m. Call:
Recreational Sports Office 696-6477
Motivational Speaker Henry Ford sponsored by the Center for African American
Students, MSC Alumni Lounge, 7p.m. Call: 696-6705
First Impressions Meeting, JMC Conference Room, 5:30 p.m. Contact: Dr. Shaver or Sarah
at523-2679
Fraternity Recruitment, through Sept. 18, MSC Lobby, 10 a.m. to 4p.m.
Women's Studies Student Association Meettng, Corbly Hall 407, 1p.m.
MU Gospel Choir Interest Meeting, Twin Towers West Glass Lounge, 9:15 p.m.
Community Service Action Team (CAT) Interest Meeting, MSC 2W37, 5p.m.

• Professional
Development
nowstudents
refers to who
regularly
admitted
seek
certificates.
In-Service
Teacher
Development
restricted
to those
who
takeis CR/NC
courses
for
pa_,•y increments.
Candidacy
is
now
ferred
to as "PlanUniversity
of Study."re•
Marshall
with apermission
2.75 gpa mayto
beseniors
granted
register
for
graduate
courses
instead
of needing a3.0
gpa. TIINday, 8e(lt. 10, 1898
•
Comprehensive
exams
are
now
ref
erred
to
as Campus Light Baptist Ministries Meeting, MSC 2W37, 8p.m. Call: 529-1545
Comprehensive
Assessment.
•
Grading
of
Comprehensive Assessment
is "E", "P",
"PC",
and "U."are now
t
•
There
credit,
non-credit
courses,
satisfactory
and
unsatisfactory
courses.
8e(lt. 10, 1888
• isTimesevenlimityears.for comple- Tllnlal
tion
Soup,
concert,
Yesterdays at 1935 Third Ave., 10:30 p.m.
• Students
maydegree
countto12a
hours
from
a
first
secondnine.degree instead of a
· ,t club,
is published twice aweek in The Parthenon. If your
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Papa John's Pizza, Always
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Large 1 !• Campus Combo iWednesday Special iLarge
1Item i
!I• Topping
&
Cheese
I
I
I Sticks I
!I $6.98 !I $8.68 !•I $11.98 !I $9.95 !I
,.
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Large 1Topping, Bread • 2Large 1Item, Bread •
&20 oz
Sticks &2Liter
• Coke,Sticks
Sprite or Diet Coke • Coke, Sprite or Diet Coke •

•

+tax

+tax

•
•

+tax

+·tax.

Additional Topping Extra
Additional Topping Extra
Additional Topping Extra
Additional Topping Extra
: Not Valid With Any Other Offer•• Not Valid With Any Other Offer • Not Valid With Anv Other Offer •• Not Valid With Anv Other Offer •
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1525 9th Avenue 525-7222
Barboursville 736-7272
Mon.-Thurs. llam-12:30am
Fri.-Sat. llam-l:30am
Snn.12pm•ll:30pm

McGwire breaks record
There was no scramble for the souvenir that could have been
worth up to $1 mil ion.
The 341-foot home run was the shortest of the season for
McGwire, and landed in an area where no fan could get it just
over the left-field wall.
With the sellout~rowd stil standing and cheering, McGwire
grabbed amicrophone to address the fans.
"To all my family, my son, the Cubs, Sammy Sosa. It's unbelievable," McGwire said. "Thank you, St. Louis."
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Thundering Herd lootball's plan to 'do it in the lourth' works
by JACOB MESSER
assistant sports editor

The Thundering Herd entered
the final period of its losses to
West Virginia, Miami of Ohio
and Mississippi with the lead
before faltering in the final minutes last season.
Marshall Coach Bob Pruett
doesn't want any fourth-quarter
lapses this season. That's why
Marshall players are wearing
dark green T-shirts with the
words "Do it in the fourth."
' We felt like we lost three ballgames in the fourth quarter last
year," Pruett said after Marshall
used afourth-quarter comeback

to beat Akron 27-16 Saturday.
"Akron gave us achance to lay
down. They gave us ahard run.
They are agood football team.
And they're going to win some
games.
"But our guys are always
going to try and we're always
going to play hard and step up
because we play for championships . . Champions don't quit
in the fourth quarter."
Marshall rallied from athreepoint deficit late in the fourth
quarter to beat Akron at its stadium.
MU running back Doug
Chapman scored two touchdowns in the final five minutes

to give the
Herd the win in
front of acrowd
of 15,623 about 6,000
from Marshall.
' We have a
history of nice
tries and close
calls," Akron
Coach
Lee PRUEff
Owens said
after the game.
Marshall quarterback Chad
Pennington said, ' We knew it
was time to step up our game
and start executing."
Pennington threw for 290 yards
and one touchdown. ' We were

shooting ourselves in the foot.
But Akron's defense had alot to
do with that."
Marshall put together a 10play, 72-yard scoring drive spanning 5:01 after Akron place-kicker Zac Derr connected on a44yard field goal to give the Zips a
16-13 lead.
During the drive, Pennington
completed 6-of-6 passes for 68
yards, including a27-yard pass
to junior James Williams on
third-and-nine from the
Marshall 40-yard line.
Pennington connected with 10
different receivers and completed 25-of-37 passes, including five
to Williams for 106 yards.

touchdown of the day, a14-yard
pass from Pennington.
Malashevich added the PAT. The
junior running back scored three
touchdowns and ran for 68 yards
on 20 carries.
' They have an outstanding
running game and that wasn't
much of afactor in the game,
Pruett said.
But the Zips' passing attack
was.
' They were able to throw the
ball a little better than I
thought," Pruett said, "but that's
a reflection of our respect for
their running game and our use
of single coverage against their
receivers."

On first-and-goal from the
Akron 5-yard line, Chapman
scored on a run following a9yard strike from Pennington to
senior receiver LaVom
Colclough, who caught six passes for 64 yards. Billy
Malashevich kicked the PAT to
give Marshall a20-16 lead.
The Herd added another
touchdown following an Akron
turnover. With 4:25 remaining,
sophomore
comerback
Daninelle Derricott intercepted
Zip quarterback Butchie
Washington at the Akron 41yard line.
Chapman capped afour-play,
38-yard drive with his third

Defensive linemen work on stopping opposing QBs, RBs

on asideline while one of two Toviessi and Ricky Hall as whiffs than the Florida
freshmen, Brian Greenleaf or they chased the speedy Marlins trying to hit Randy
Chanston Rodgers, stood Greenleaf. "I want all of you Johnson.
Using elusive moves and about 10 yards in front of to be breathing hard."
Need proof? Consider the
breathtaking scrambles to them.
They were.
following big plays generated
escape the clutches of would.- To start the drill, Gale Mercer, Puggi, Toviessi and by the 6-foot, 203-pound
be tacklers, Akron quarter- would hike the ball to one of Hall were huffing. Carlos sophomore quarterback:
back James Washington left the freshmen, who would Smith, Ronnie Bowman, Washington eludes severthe Thundering Herd defen- then sprint between the 5- Dewayne Lewis and Jimmy al defenders in route to afirst
sive linemen grabbing for air. yard line and the back of the Parker were puffing. And down and a 19-yard gain on
So during practice Monday endzone as the defensive Brian Klaner, Andrew Owen, third-and-15 late in the first
evening Marshall associate linemen gave chase. To end Todd Blackwell and Shaho quarter.
head coach Mark Gale left the drill, all four members of Jafwere blowing.
• Washington scrambles
them gasping for it.
the group had to get their But they were not doing it for 12 yards and afirst down
After watching his students hands on the elusive fresh- to blow houses down. They on third-and-12 after Toviessi
miss tackle after tackle in~a man.
were doing it to take quarter- fails to tackle him in the
27-16 win over the Zips Then the drill was repeated backs down. Which is some- pocket in the opening minSaturday, Gale put his defen- twice more before another thing they did not do utes of the second half.
sive linemen through a drill group of defensive linemen Saturday.
• Washington completes a
to simulate the pursuit and took its turn.
With Washington scram- 20-yard pass to Lavel Bailey
containment of opposing run- "All four of you better touch bling behind his mammoth on the next play when
ning backs and quarterbacks. him," Gale told Giradie offensive line, the Toviessi cannot make the
Afour-man front lined up Mercer, Ron Puggi, Paul Thundering Herd had more tackle in the backfield.
Washington runs for an
. . . .------------------------------------, 8-yard
gain moments
later
after emerging
from ahorde
of would-be tacklers behind
by JACOB MESSER
assistant sports editor

•

•

Welcome back students!

the line of scrimmage.
to get better at."
• Washington finds Bailey needMercer
added, "We have to
again, this time for an 11- get back to basics."
yard strike, after Puggi miss- And that's what they did
es him late in the third quar- 1 this week.
ter.
Under the instruction of
Those missed tackles and Gale, the defensive linemen
failed sacks did not cost the practiced picking up fumbles,
Thundering Herd a win coming off snaps, driving
against the Zips. Marshall through opponents and
made clutch defensive plays bringing down ballcarriers.
when necessary and allowed The defensive linemen welonly 73 rushing yards on 37 corned the rigorous drills,
carries to Akron, who ranked especially the game of catfirst in the Mid-American and-mouse with the speedy
Conference and 11th in the freshmen.
nation with 221.6 rushing "We never get to tackle our
yards agame.
quarterbacks in practice
But those mistakes did because we have to stay withleave an impression on in a two-yard proximity of
Toviessi and Mercer.
them," Toviessi said. "We
"We played all right," said don't pass rush on aquarterToviessi, a 6-foot-8, 265- back. We pass rush on air.
pound sophomore end who "We need to practice hitting
had four tackles and two a real quarterback, but we
sacks against the Zips. "But don't want to tackle Chad.
there is a lot of things we This drill lets us do that."
~
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Start your semester off right and make Kinko's your resource, day or night, for great
products and services, like black &white copies and in-store computer rental.
• Internet Access
• Presentation materials
• Digital color output directly from
• Full-color copies
your disk to our color printers
• Resume services

4¢ BLACK &WHITE COPIES

89¢ FULL-COLOR COPIES

Receive 8'/," x11" bl.ck 1nd whit• copies on 201b whit• bond for just 4C each.
Offer is limited to one coupon per c.ustomer. Coupon must be presented at time of
the purchase and is not valid with other offers or discount programs. Offer valid at
time of purchase and may not be discounted or credited towards past or future pur•
chases. v.t id at J<inko's listed locations only. Coupon void where prohibited by law.
No cash value.

Receive 8'/," x11" full or self-service, full color copies for just 89C Heh.
Resiring costs extra. Offer is limited to one coupon per customer. Coupon must be
presented at time of the purchase and is not valid with other offers or discount pro•
grams. Offer valid at time of purchase and may not be discounted or credited towards
past or future purchases. Valid at K1nko's listed locat1ons only. Coupon void where
prohibited by law. No mh value.
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1452 4th Ave. • 529-6110
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Always the coolest spot for hot wings and cold beer, featuring:
Award-Winning Buffalo Wings •12 Signature Sauces
New Expanded Menu •Daily Happy Hour
Big Screens &aMultitude of lV's •Free NTN Interactive Trivia
25( Wings on Tuesdays• Call for Carryout

HUNTINGTON

1452 4th Ave. • 529-6110

I 9/30/98 AAC326 I
MOST STORES OPEN 24 HOURS, 7DAYS AWEEK

I 9/30/98

746 Fourth Avenue• 525-2999

,
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Herd returns home to Women's soccer off to winning start
lind vehicles vandalized
"This game showed that these kids are committed to the vision
of building avery competitive program."

byJO DALTON
reporter
by SCOTT PARSONS under investigation but there
Women'
s
soccer
may be a new varsity
sports editor
are no clu sor suspect.a.
Marshall this year, but their inau"We have acouple of angles sport atgame
made it look like they had been
What should have been a we are working on," Wtlds gural
in Huntington for years.
high for members of the said.
Head coach Teresa Patterson, 25, officially
Marshall University football Some of the angles being began
career as women's soccer coach
TeresaheadPatterson,
team turned into alow when pursued are one. that involves with lastherweek'
victory over Morehead
coach
they returned to Huntington the closing of bars in State Universitys at4-0Sam
Hood Field.
only to find their cars had been Huntington.
was very enthusiastic, but not alone Michelle Moss who·scored asecond goal to Thundering Herd.
vandalized and property "The bars are required to be asShe
she
led
her
squad
of
16
freshmen
and
four
give the Thundering Herd a2-0 lead at half- Barrett was filling in for injured freshman
stolen.
closed by 3:30 in the morning,'
Kayla Johnson, who sat out trying to heal a
Police reports show the vehi- Wtlds said. "We are looking at transfers.
"This game showed that these kids are time.
The second half set the stage for more sore knee.
des were parked in a third the angle that possibly some- committed
to
the
vision
of
building
a
very
Marshall domination as Losekamp scored In pre-game festivities balloons were
avenue lot near the stadium one was leaving a bar and competitive program," Patterson said.
goal of the evening.
passed out to children and raffle tickets were
when the crimes took place. decided to do this." ·
Michelle Losekamp, an Arlington, Texas herShesecond
was followed by Kettering, Ohio fresh- sold.
According to Huntington Another angle has to do with freshman
scored the first goal for the new man Megan
Schroeder,
who
scored
the
final
As the players were announced at the
police reports, the crimes were books.
women's soccer program 17 minutes into the goal of the game with 20 minutes remaining. opening
of this inaugural game1 each of
committed between 10:30 pm "It's the time of year when contest.
Brooke
Barrett,
a
Hunting-ton
freshman,
them
escorted a girl from a Huntington
Saturday and 4:00 am Sunday. book stores are buying back
Not
far
behind
was
Florence,
Ky.
freshman
recorded
the
shutout
as
goalkeeper
for
the
youth
league
soccer team.
Staci Slater, a Thundering books and people will break
Herd trainer, found her Ford into the vehicle to steal the
Muatang with aslash in the boo~ and then sell them,"
convertible top. The perpetra- Wilde said.
tors had gained entry into the Wilds said that most wouldvehicle, but nothing was be thieves look for books, pursreported missing.
es, CD's or anything that may
by JOE DALTON
Tommy Greenawalt,
"I'm optimistic. We're in the business of win- Sabillon,
Also filing reports of vandal- be ofvalue that is in clear view
reporter
and Hugo La Resevee. All vetism were kicker Billy from outside the car.
ning
championships
.
"
erans,
with
plenty of game
Malashevich, who's side win- According to Wtlds, vehicle
the toughest schedule
experience.
dow was broken out; center break-ins are acommon occur- inWith
school
history,
expectations
Defense
is
looking
solid too,
Bob
Gray,
Jason Starkey, who's ~10 has rence near Marshall at this are high for the men's
even though the loss of firstmen's soccer coach
the back window broken out; time in the semester.
Herd soccer team
team all-region and all-MAC
quarterback Chad Penning- ' Many students leave their Thundering
fourth year coach Bob faces five teams that appeared onships," Gray said. Coming defender Claude Hunt will be
ton, who's rear left window books and valuables in plain and
There to ease the pain
last year's NCAA off ayear where the team fin- felt.
was broken out; and punter · view when they park," Wilds Gray.
Marshall
soccer kicks off inTournament,
will be returning starters Cory
including ished 13-6-1, matching the Hill,
Chris Hanson, who in addition said.
1998
with
nine
returning
Jason
Grassinger, and
Virginia, which made it to tne school record for wins set in Michael Givens,
to pushing open the wing win- "Student.a need to start get•
who are all seniors, finals.
all returning
Four high caliber tour• 1982, this squad looks to have starters who don't
dow in his Jeep Wrangler, stole ting into the habit of putting starters
including
captains
Corey
Hill,
give up
naments,
all
before
MAC
play
a
legitimate
chance
at
a
conaradar detector.
their valuables in the trunk or · David Husbands, and Rich begins, will be challenging for ference championship.
goals
easily.
The
goalkeeper
Huntington Police Sergeant conceal their valuables," Wtlds Orrick. The early season the veteran squad.
will
undoubtedly
be
two
year
Last
year'
s
leading
scorer,
Ed W:tlds said the incident is s~d.
schedule should be excellent "I'm optimistic. We're in the and record holder for goals in a ~starting senior Richard Orrick.
preparation for the Mid business of winning champi- season, Norman Dotch will be Holding the school record for
American Conference, as MU
shutouts in aseason with 6.5,
tough to replace at forward. brrick
is a brick wall in the
David Husbands has moved
box.
from his defensive position to goalie
Aveteran team, a tough
forward to help fill the void left schedule,
and acoaching staff
by Dotch. The team is also
by a perennial winner
hoping on a successful return inheaded
coach
Gray,
toward
Welcome back Marshall students ifyour looking j
by junior Ian Leggat at the for• success in 1998 points
s socward position, after ayear off cer. "We want toforwinmen'
for that way to try something different! Then experience a
the
MAC
of
the
team.
Sweatshirts. T-shirts. Starter Jackets. On the other hand, the mid- and
world ofdifference at the lnternafwnal Cafe. offering tastes
get to the NCAA
Gray said.
from America, Greek and Middle East. Gyro's, Shawerma.
Lamps. Wallet•. Jewerly.
field is full of experience with Tournament,"
like a very
Tabuleh. Baklava and many vegetarian meals.
returning seniors Keith This sounds
Warm-Ups and More!
goal in 1998. Only
Present Or Mention This Ad &Receive $1.00 OtT Platter!
Mens· -Ladies·... Children -Infant Dumas, Chad Nicholson, Josue reachable
time will tell.

Hopes high for veteran men's soccer
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1317 4th Aue. Huntington, WV 697-1100

Marshall Sportsw~':.f-1.
Head Quarters! I¥.tU
Only SGlocks West of Campus
Open
4th.Ave.

9-8 Mon.
9-G Tues.-Frl

9-6 Sat

Tiredofllstenlngtothesameold mualo?
Sell orTrade that oldMusic,
NowGiveHear
This
wlll
you
the Moat Money
for uaedCDaandTapes.

Parking

HAPPY
DRAGON
CHINESE RESTAURANT
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10% OFF ON SAT. &SUN. (47~~-:,
DINE IN ONLY
Q~
WITH MU ID THROUGH SEPT. ell~c1,,i\.t,

1238 4th Ave. Huntington, W. V. 25701 '/:'~.,. ~.s~
(Across the Greyhound Bus Station)

TEL: 304-697-9061

Hofe

$15.00 Per Month
*to Campus
Conveniently Located Close
at TTA Center 13th
Street and 4th Avenue
*Newly Paved Lot
*Safe and Secure -Lighted 24
Hours aDay
*For More Information Call
529-6091
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-Stereo's -CD's
-Furniture
-Appliances
-Sporting Goods
--Musical Instruments
-P.A. Systems
-Jewelry ' \.Vatchcs
-Camcra s
-Luggage.Etc.

We Buy,
LoanToMoney,
Sell
and Love
Trade
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movie 'theatre•
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bl:lzzardhoc.ke'7
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ha.rria rt.-ver.rron1.
park
chtltf'e.-t..eeptember ie
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40 reata.ura.n.1.a
24:club•
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gifta•ca.rcla•cottee
hom.e~
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The better

Big Bear Stores:.·.
1681 Fairfield Plaza, Hunting~on; _115 Sixth Ave. Huntington;<·
Big Bear Plus Stores:
4th Street, W. Rt. #60, Ceredo; 2825
Fifth Ave., Huntington; 3920
U.S. Route 23, Portsmouth
.--•.-

WELCOME
BACK
STUDENTS
Remember To_ Shop Big Bear For All Your Needs
•'

~

•1n

Your Choice of Variety

o

Dozen

Buy Two Americaf'1
Greetin
Cards
Receive 2Liter
•

SI

Foo

*Our Regular Everyday Low Price
Available At Your
Big Bear Plus Stores

99Each

